






illness and not intellectual disability. As a result, Ms. B., who is eager to enter the workforce, could not participate in 

job training, day habilitation, or any other programs to help her function more independently and integrate into the 

community. 

Alli and Caroline interviewed Ms. B. and her mother, gathered documentary evidence of Ms. B:s long-standing 

diagnosis of intellectual disability, and worked with an expert to establish that OPWDD's determination was wrong. 

As a result of the students' hard work, OPWDD agreed to reverse its decision rather than defend it at an 

administrative hearing. Ms. B. is now receiving OPWDD services and excitedly planning her future. 

• Caroline Roe and Archana Sundar '18 conducted outreach and gave a know-your-rights presentation at the

Brooklyn Center for the Independence of the Disabled ("BCID"). After initially visiting BCID to speak with members

of a support group for individuals with traumatic brain injuries ("TBI") and conduct individual intake sessions,

Caroline and Archana returned a few weeks later to give a presentation and pass out informational materials to the

group regarding the most common legal questions raised by its members.

• In collaboration with Brooklyn Defender Services' Family Defense Project, Morgan Mickelsen '17 and Nicole Zolla

'17 represented a young mother with an intellectual disability, Ms. P., in a motion alleging disability discrimination

under the Americans with Disabilities Act. Although Ms. P. had completed her case plan and established that she

could provide appropriate care for her son, the New York City Administration for Children's Services was insisting

that, because of her disability, she could not reunify with him until the two were able to secure a placement in

supportive housing-a process that could have taken years. As a result of the students' motion, ACS conceded that

Ms. P. did not require supportive housing and could reunify with her son in the city shelter system. He was released

to her care in January 2017.

 


